Join AWM on Capitol Hill!

Tuesday January 15, 2019

in conjunction with the JMM in Baltimore

Register by December 15, 2018

The AWM brings together students and mathematicians from across academia, industry, and government to highlight issues of importance for women and minorities in STEM fields to our Congressional representatives. In small groups that include both students and professional mathematicians, you will get to meet with Congressional staff -- and sometimes members of Congress -- to discuss initiatives that impact our community.

The AWM’s mission includes encouraging young women to study mathematics and supporting them throughout their career development. At these visits, we encourage members of Congress to support actions that

- expand STEM educational opportunities,
- support research funding,
- promote work/life balance, and
- create a welcoming environment.

This Matters to Us

- AWM Members have the opportunity to visit the Hill and meet with our elected representatives.
- Hill Visits offer a phenomenal networking opportunity, connecting women across the skill spectrum and at all stages of their careers.

This Matters To Congress

- We get to put a face on our community, bringing individual stories to those who write and vote on legislation.
- Congressional offices now see AWM as a valuable resource. Because of these visits, offices have turned to AWM for support on issues concerning women in math-related fields.

January 2019 Tentative Schedule:

Monday 1/14/19  Informal Evening Meet & Greet

Tuesday 1/15/19  Hill Visit Training in Baltimore
                Travel to Capitol Hill
                Meetings with Congressional Offices

To sign up, email hillvisit@awm-math.org or fill out our Hill Day Interest googleform!
https://sites.google.com/site/awmmath/awm-resources/policy-and-advocacy